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CARDS  
Crafted in layers, these handmade cards are beautiful enough to frame. 
The majority of the paper used in our cards is acid-free and chlorine free; 
100% recycled.  We use a water-based, environmentally friendly glue. 
They come with a matching envelope.
The cards are available in all of our designs.
size: A2- 4.25” x 5.5”

MAGNETS
Laminated handmade magnets are brightly colored.  
We use USA manufactured magnet material.
The magnets are available in all of our designs.
size: 2.5 “ x 3.5”  
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ORNAMENTS  
Discover many creative uses for these hand crafted 
and hand dyed wooden ornaments.  They are available 
in brick red, golden yellow, turquoise, and dark green
Each has a natural leather tie.  
The ornaments are available in all of our designs.
size: 3” x 4”

COLLAGES 
Crafted in layers, these handmade collages use two layered 
colored papers with the art mounted on the top layer.  They are
 hand signed by the artist and placed in a wooden frame under glass.
The frame has an easel and can be hung or placed on a tabletop.
The collages are available in all of our designs.
size: 4” x 6”, outside of frame 4 5/8” x 6 5/8”
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PRINTS  
Our richly colored prints use archival inks and heavy weight archival paper 
and each print is hand signed by our artist, Barbara Barratt.  They come in
a acid free cello enclosure with an acid free white backing board.
The prints are available in all of our designs.
sizes: 5” x 7”, 8” x 10”, 8.5” x 11”, 11 ”x 14”, 13 x 19”

FRAMED PRINTS  
Richly colored prints using archival inks and heavy weight archival paper 
are artist signed and matted. For matting, we use colored art papers 
which the artist chooses to compliment the artwork.  The black wooden 
frames come with glass and 8x10 with easel back.  They may also be hung 
on a wall or set on a tabletop.
The framed prints are available in all of our designs.
sizes: 8” x 10”, 11” x 14”, 16” x 20”
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BOXED HOLIDAY CARDS 
Each box includes 8 cards, brightly printed on 100% recycled heavy paper 
with 8 matching envelopes. The boxes are only of one style in each box.
size 4.25” x 5.5”

WOODEN PLAQUES 
Currently, the Patron Saints are only available in the 4” x6”.
colors: dark green, turquoise, brick red and golden yellow.
Each Plaque comes with a black leather cord strung with 
Czech glass beads. Sizes:  4” x 5.5”,  4”x 6” (saints only),  5” x 7”
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Kaleidoscope Designs is 
the brainchild of classically 
trained painter, Barbara 
Barratt. 

We were founded in 1997 and have 
been owned and operated by an 
all female staff since the beginning. 
We have remained true to our small 
studio vision- hands on personal 
production overseen by an artists 
eye.

As a long time resident of Santa Fe, New Mexico Barbara 
has embraced the strong local aesthetic, often reinterpreting 
images in her own unique folk art style. Her colorful style is 
the result of years working in the arts as an illustrator, poster 
artist, and greeting card designer.

Since 1997 we have had the good fortune to do what we 
love in one of the most beautiful places in the world. It has 
been a longtime tradition for the staff to take an afternoon 
break everyday to enjoy each other and the gorgeous Santa 
Fe landscape.

We are proud of our 
craftsmanship and are 
delighted to share it with 
you.

May it bring you much 
enjoyment!
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• GREETING CARDS -All of our images come in getting cards.
 Our cards are an A 2 sizewhich is 4 1/4 by 5 1/2 with a 
 colored background. 
 $23.70 per dozen, $11.85 per half dozen or $1.975 each   
 Cards are available pre-priced at $3.95 or un-priced.  
 Also, they can be packaged in cellophane sleeves.

• MAGNETS-All of our images come in magnets
 Handmade laminated magnets approximately 2.5 “ by 3.5”           
 They are $1.95 each ,with a minimum of 4 each of a style

• COLLAGES-All of our card images are available in 4”x6” Collages. 
  All styles have the same verbiage as the cards. They come framed and  
 hand signed by the artist.   
 The price is $8.25 each, with a minimum of 2 per image 

• PRINTS
 All of the Artwork is available in hand-signed, framed prints.
  The prices are:
 8x10 =$17.95 (for black wood easel and wall hanger) 
 11x14 =  $25.95 (for black wood)  
 16x20=  $39.95 (for black wood) 

The  signed prints are also available unframed in a cellophane sleeve
with an acid free cardbaord backing board.
 sizes;  5x7 for $3.95 each,  8 x10 for $7.95 each, 
 8 1/2x11 for $7.95 each,  
               11x14 for $10.95 ,  13x19 for $13.95 each

• WOODEN ORNAMENTS
 All of the Artwork is available in ornaments.
 Hand dyed wooden ornaments suspended by a leather tie
      The price is $3.95

• GREETING CARDS -All of our images come in getting cards.
 Our cards are an A 2 sizewhich is 4 1/4 by 5 1/2 with a 
 colored background. 
 $23.70 per dozen, $11.85 per half dozen or $1.975 each   
 Cards are available pre-priced at $3.95 or un-priced.  
 Also, they can be packaged in cellophane sleeves.

• MAGNETS-All of our images come in magnets
 Handmade laminated magnets approximately 2.5 “ by 3.5”           
 They are $1.95 each ,with a minimum of 4 each of a style

• COLLAGES-All of our card images are available in 4”x6” Collages. 
  All styles have the same verbiage as the cards. They come framed and  
 hand signed by the artist.   
 The price is $8.25 each, with a minimum of 2 per image 

• PRINTS
 All of the Artwork is available in hand-signed, framed prints.
  The prices are:
 8x10 =$17.95 (for black wood easel and wall hanger) 
 11x14 =  $25.95 (for black wood)  
 16x20=  $39.95 (for black wood) 

The  signed prints are also available unframed in a cellophane sleeve
with an acid free cardbaord backing board.
 sizes;  5x7 for $3.95 each,  8 x10 for $7.95 each, 
 8 1/2x11 for $7.95 each,  
               11x14 for $10.95 ,  13x19 for $13.95 each

• WOODEN ORNAMENTS
 All of the Artwork is available in ornaments.
 Hand dyed wooden ornaments suspended by a leather tie
      The price is $3.95
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• Shipping  
  All shipping is via US Postal Service or UPS ,
   unless other wise requested.
  Minimum shipping charge is $6.50  
•terms
  Minimum opening orders are $100
  Minimum reorders are $50 
  All initial orders are COD or prepaid only, unless
  prior arrangements have been made.
  Established accounts with credit sheets are NET 30
  unless prior arrangements have been made.

  We accept ;
  Mastercard, Visa, discover and American Express.
  Please include Card#, expiration date, security #,
  full name on card and billing address. 
  

All of our many designs are available 
in every product we make

• WOODEN PLAQUES
Each hand dyed Plaque comes with a black leather cord strung with 
Czech glass beads. 
colors: dark green, turquoise, brick red and golden yellow.
 4” x 5.5”   wholesale price   $7.95
 4”x 6” (Saints only)  wholesale price   $8.45
 5” x 7’  wholesale price   $9.95
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Designs

Our many designs are available in 
every product we make.  
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D-2118

D-2111 D-2111

D-2118

D-2111 and D-2118 are available with a name drop
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D-2112 D-2113

D-2115

D-2117

D-2114

D-2116
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D-2100 D-2101

D-2105

D-2109

D-2104

D-2108
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D-2102 D-2103

D-2107

D-2111

D-2106          

D-2110
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S-400-   Our Lady of Guadalupe

S-401-   Saint Agnes; the Patron Saint of Chastity

S-402-  Saint Augustine of Hippo; Patron Saint of Beer

S-403-  Saint Bibiana; invoked against Hangovers

S-404-  Saint Cayetano; the Patron Saint of Gamblers

S-405-  Saint Cecila; the Patron Saint of Music

S-406-  Saint Clare; the Patron Saint of Television

S-407-  Saint Dominic Savio; the Patron Saint of 
 Choirboys and Juvenile Delinquents

S-408-  Saint Drogo; the Patron Saint of Coffee

S-409-  Saint Expiditus; invoked against procrastination

S-410-  Saint Fra Angelico; the Patron Saint of Artists

S-411-   Saint Gabriel; the Patron Saint of Telephones

Patron Saints
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S-412-  Saint Ignatius Loyala; invoked against 
 over conscientiousness

S-413-  Saint Isidore of Seville; the Patron of Computers

S-414-  Saint Jude; the Patron Saint of Lost Causes

S-415-  Saint Liberata; invoked against unwanted suitors 
 and burdensome husbands

S-416-  Saint Martin de Porres; the Patron Saint 
 of Hairdressers

S-417-  Saint Mary Magdalene; The Patron Saint 
 of Fallen Women

S-418-  Saint Pasqual; the Patron Saint of Cooks

S-419-  Saint Rita; invoked against unhappy marriages

S-420-  Saint Vincent of Sargosa; Patron Saint of Wine

S-421-  Saint Vitus; invoked against oversleeping

S-422-  Saint Von Nicholas of Myra; the Patron Saint 
 of  Cakes and Cookies

S-423-  Saint Zita; invoked for help in finding lost keys

Patron Saints
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S-424-  Saint Adelaide; The Patron Saint of Princesses

S-425-   Saint Agatha; The Patron Saint of Nurses

S-426-  Saint Andrew; The Patron Saint of Golf

S-427-  Saint Christopher; The Patron Saint of Travelers

S-428-  Saint Dymphna; Invoked for Mental Stability

S-429-  Saint Eugene; The Patron Saint of 
 Dysfunctional Families

S-430-  Saint Frances of Rome; Invoked for Protection 
 While Driving

S-431-  Our Lady of Perpetual Hope; Invoked for 
 Never Giving Up

S-432-  Saint Francis de Sales; The Patron Saint of   
 Teachers

S-433-  Saint Gertrude; The Patron Saint of Cats

S-434-  Saint Gregory the Wonderworker; Invoked in 
 Desperate Situations

S-435-   Saint Anthony; Invoked for Finding Lost 
 Things

Patron Saints
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S-436-  Saint Isidro; Invoked for Rain

S-437-  Saint Francis of Assisi; The Patron of 
 Our Environment
S-434- 
S-438-  Saint Joseph of Cupertino; Patron Saint of 
 Flying

S-439-  Saint Margaretha; For Help in Escaping Devils

S-440-  Saint Matthew; The Patron Saint of Bookkeepers

S-441-  Saint Peter; The Patron Saint of Fishing

S-442-  Saint Roch; the Patron Saint of Dogs

S-443-  Saint Sebastian; Invoked for Help with 
 Unruly Children

S-444-  Saint Thomas Aquinas; Patron Saint of 
 Philosophers and Scholars

S-445-  Saint Fiacre; The Patron Saint of Gardeners

S-446-  Madonna del Ghisallo; The Patron Saint of 
 Bicyclists 

S-447-  Our Lady of Consolation; The Patron Saint of 
 Senior Citizens

Patron Saints
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S-449-  Saint Anne; The Patron Saint of    
  Grandmothers

S-450- Saint Joan of Arc; The Patron Saint of 
  Our Armed Services

S-451-  Saint Kateri; Patron Saint of Our 
  Mother Earth

S-452-  Saint Florian; The Patron Saint of    
  Firefighters

S-453-  Saint George; The Patron Saint of    
  Horselovers

S-454-  Saint Nicholas; The Patron Saint of    
  Shopping

S-455-  Saint Martin; Invoked for always having   
  Enough

S-456-  Saint Thomas More; Patron Saint of 
  Lawyers

S-457-  Seven Sleepers of Ephesus; Invoked for help 
  with Insominia

S-458-  Saint Martha; The Patron Saint of    
  Restaurant Workers and Servers

S-459-  Saint Rose of Lima; The Patron Saint of   
  Needleworkers, Embroiderers and Quilters

S-460-   Saint Joseph; The Patron Saint of    
  Woodworkers

Patron Saints
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Native  American Proverbs
SW-118c- We are related to all things;  the earth and the   
  stars, everything.

SW-122 Desert Heart

SW-130- Serenity is not freedom from the storm, but peace 
 within the storm.

SW-151- Mountain Lion

SW-152- Coyote

SW-153- Jack Rabbit

SW-154-  We are all one child spinning through mother sky. 

SW-155- Listen to the voice of nature for it holds 
 treasures for you.

SW-156-    After dark all cats are leopards.

SW-157- Tortoises crawl about on red earth going nowhere 
 in plenty of time.    M. Scott Momaday

SW-158- The Great Spirit is heard in the twittering 
 of birds, the rippling of the mighty waters and 
 the sweet breathing of the flowers.     Zitkala-Sa

SW-159- Let your nature be known and proclaimed.
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SW-160-  Give me knowledge so I may have kindness for all.

SW-161- May we see not only with our eyes, but with 
 the one eye which is our heart.    Black Elk

SW-162- The greatest strength is gentleness.

SW-163- Love yourself, get outside yourself, take action, 
 focus on the solution.

SW-164- Work hard, keep the ceremonies, live peaceably, 
 and unite your hearts.

SW-165- All living creatures and all plants are a benefit 
 to something.

SW-166 Fetish Beads

SW-167- When you have a talent of any kind, use it, 
 take care of it, guard it.

SW-168 Fetish Cross

SW-169- We must protect the forest for our children, 
 grandchildren and the children yet to be born.  
 We must protect the forest for  those who can’t 
 speak for themselves, such as birds, animals, 
 fish and trees.    Qwatsinas

SW-170- It is good to reminded that each of us has a 
 different dream.

SW-172- In you are natural powers.  You already possess 
 everything necessary to become great.  Chief Crow

Native  American Proverbs
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SW-173- When we show our respect for other living things,   
 they respond with respect for us.

SW-174- Always assume your guest is tired, cold, and 
 hungry, and act accordingly.

SW-175- The frog does not drink up the pond in which 
 he lives.

SW-176- My heart laughs with joy because I am in 
 your presence.

SW-177- Ask questions from your heart and you will be   
 answered from the heart.

SW-178- What is past and cannot be prevented should 
 not be grieved for.

SW-179-  Even your silence holds a sort of prayer.

SW-180- Be kind to everything that lives.

SW-181-    After dark all cats are leopards.

SW-181- Don’t let yesterday use up to much of today.

SW-182- Wisdom comes only when you stop looking for it 
 and start living the life the Creator intended for you.
  
SW-183- If we wonder often the gift of knowledge will come.

SW-184-  Don’t be afraid to cry.  It will free your mind of 
 sorrowful thoughts.

Native  American Proverbs
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SW-187- All things share the same breath; the beast, 
 the tree the man.  The air shares it’s spirit with 
 all the life it supports.

SW-188- Every struggle whether won or lost, strengthens us 
 for the next to come.

SW-189- Don’t walk behind me; I may not lead.  Don’t 
 walk in front of me; I may not follow.  Walk 
 beside that we may be as one. 

SW-190- Be satisfied with needs instead of wants.

SW-191- Never go to sleep when your meat is on the fire.

SW-192- When you were born you cried and the world   
 rejoiced.  Live your life in such a manner that 
 when you die, the world cries and you rejoice.

SW-193- We are friends we must assist each other to bear 
 our burdens.

SW-194- The Great Spirit gave us each a song.

SW-195- Everyone who is successful must have dreamed 
 of something.

SW-196- The soul would have no rainbow if the eyes had 
 no tears

SW-197- Sometimes dreams are wiser than waking.

SW-198- Be attentive and have no fear; but pay no attention  
 to any bad thing that may come and talk to you.

Native  American Proverbs
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NA-201- Whatever befalls the earth, befalls the people 
 of the earth.     Chief Seattle

NA-202- We should be as water, which is lower than all   
 things yet stronger even than rocks.

NA-203- Take only memories, leave nothing but 
 footprints.    Chief Seattle

NA-204-  Flowers are for our souls to enjoy

NA-205- Every animal knows more than you do.
 Chief Joseph

NA-206- Yesterday is ashes; tomorrow is wood.  Only 
 today does the fire burn brightly.
 Old Eskimo Proverb

NA-207- You must live your life from beginning to end; 
 no one else can do it for you.

NA-208- The smarter a person is the more he needs 
 God to protect him from thinking he knows 
 everything.

NA-209- Man does not weave this web of life.  We are 
 but one thread within it.  Whatever we do to 
 the web, we do to ourselves.
 Chief Seattle

Native  American Proverbs
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NA-210- Even as you desire good treatment, so render it.

NA-211- Show Respect for all, but grovel to none.

NA-212- Creation is  ongoing. 

NA-213- We do not inherit the earth from our parents; 
 we borrow it from our children.   Chief Seattle

NA-214- The more you give, the more good things 
 come to you.

NA-215- It does not require many words to speak 
 the truth.    Chief Joseph

NA-216- She who watches.    Columbia River Gorge

We have developed a series of images using proverbs 
from Northwest indigenous tribes and quotes from 
Chief Seattle and Chief Joseph.  

We have done extensive research and 
based the artwork on traditional designs.

Native  American Proverbs
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Nature

#926-   Nature always wears the colors of the spirit
   Emerson              
#927-  Be inspired by your journeys traveled and the 
 ones yet to come Sam Clark
#928-  There is nothing stronger in the world than 
 gentleness Han Suyin
#929-  The earth has music for those that listen 
   Shakespeare
#930-  Nature is not a plaxe to visit, it is home
   Gary Synder
#931-  Nature is my medicine 
   Sara Moss-Wolf
#932-  The family is one of nature’s masterpieces
   G. Santayana
#933-  Freedom lies in being bold
   Robert Frost
#934-  I’ve loved the stars too faondly to be afraid of 
 the night Galileo
#935-  I took a walk in the woods and came out taller   
 than the trees Thoreau
#936-  In every walk with nature one receives far more   
 than he seeks 
 John Muir
#937-  Keep your eyes on the stars and your feet 
 on the ground 
 Theodore Roosevelt
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Nature

#938-  The most beautiful thing in the world is, of course  
 the world itself  Wallace Stevens
#-939-  It’s not what you look at that matters, it’s what   
 you see.  Thoreau
#940-  Listen to the wind, it talks.  Listen to the silence,  
 it speaks.  Listen to your heart it knows 
  Native American Proverb
#941-  The love for all creatures is the noblest attribute 
 of man  Charles Darwin
#942-  Nature does not hurry, yet everything is 
 accomplised. Lao Tzu
#943-  Learn from yesterday, live for tomorrow.  the   
 important thing is not to stop questioning 
   Albert Einstein
#944-  Of all the paths you take in life, make sure a few  
 of them are dirt  John Muir
#945-  Walk your path without fear, regardless of others  
 attitudes: be who you were born to be 
   Anonymous
#946-  If you want to know the divine, feel the wind on  
 your face and the warm sun on your hand 
   Buddha
#947-  The earth is what we have in common 
   Wendell Barry
#948-  The earth laughs in flowers
   Netta Simpson 1902
#949-  May the stars carry your sadness away, may the  
 flowers fill your heart with beauty, may hope   
 forever wipe away your tears, above may silence  
 make you strong 
   Chief Dan George
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These wonderful quotes prove that if you’re 
a cowgirl,  today or a hundred years ago, 
you’ve got wisdom and attitude!

Cowgirls

#525-   Sometimes I know my mind is working too hard
      Carolyn Hardy 1890
#526-  A gal’s gotta do what a gal’s gotta do. 
     Minnie Cody 1901
#527-  No one can tell me what is best for me, only I know that.  
     Laura Benchly 1900
#528-  I  don’t have any any more room on my face for another 
 character line.   Amanda Davis 1887
#529-  When you’re busy tryng to figure out life, it passes 
 you by.   Marg Cross 1898 
#530-  I’m proud to be a strong woman even though the men 
 don’t like much.  Mable Smith 1898
#531-  Keep neat and clean, avoid bad habits, be faithful,and 
 never take  #!%* from anyone.   Rose White 1873
#532-  I’m rough and tough and I don’t wear bloomers.  
     Nellie Braken 1887
#533-  I always try to see the best in myself even when 
 I get wild.     Sara Louise Mark 1871
#534-  Age doesn’t matter to me, but it seems to matter to my 
 body and   face.     Amy Ruddell 1902
#535-  If you do a foolish thing do it like you mean it. 
     Sara Blacksmith 1900
#536-  It’s kind of exciting not knowing what’s next.  
     Jane Ralph1882
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Cowgirls

#525-   Sometimes I know my mind is working too hard
    Carolyn Hardy 1890
#526-  A gal’s gotta do what a gal’s gotta do. 
    Minnie Cody 1901
#527-  No one can tell me what is best for me, only I 
 know that.  Laura Benchly 1900
#528-  I  don’t have any any more room on my face for another 
 character line. Amanda Davis 1887
#529-  When you’re busy tryng to figure out life, it 
 passes you by. Marg Cross 1898
#530-  I’m proud to be a strong woman even though the men 
 don’t like much. Mable Smith 1898
#531-  Keep neat and clean, avoid bad habits, be faithful,and 
 never take  #!%* from anyone.   Rose White 1873
#532-  I’m rough and tough and I don’t wear bloomers.  
    Nellie Braken 1887
#533-  I always try to see the best in myself even when I get   
 wild.      Sara Louise Mark 1871
#534-  Age doesn’t matter to me, but it seems to matter to my 
 body and   face. Amy Ruddell 1902
#535-  If you do a foolish thing do it like you mean it. 
    Sara Blacksmith 1900
#536-  It’s kind of exciting not knowing what’s next.  
    Jane Ralph1882
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B-101- The Queen is in a “MOOD”
B-102- A friend is a gift      you give yourself.
B-103- There is nowhere Angels fear to tread.
B-1000-  Dogs are better than human beings because 
                  they know but do  not tell.    Emily Dickinson

B-1002-  The kindest way of helping yourself is to 
                   find a friend.       Ann Kaiser Stearns

B-1003- I had a good time,  I had a great time,  
                   It was a party just to be near you.
B-105- Don’t forget to laugh.
B-113- We have certainly grown since we’ve been 
                 together.   
B-117- When all else fails, take a nap.   S. Becker

B-118a-  The sun is always shining above the clouds.
B-119-    art only
B-120-    art only
B-123- In matters of the heart, nothing is true except 
                 the improbable.  G. Destael

B-131-  What a long strange trip it’s been.  J. Garcia

B-1000-  Dogs are better than human beings because 
                  they know but do  not tell.    Emily Dickinson

Everyday
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B-1001-  Friend .......good    Frankenstein’s monster, 
 James Whales’  “The Bride of Frankenstein
B-1004-  Even monkeys fall out of trees.   
                   Japanese Proverb
B-1005- Great opportunities to help others seldom 
                   come, but small ones surround us every day.    
                    Sally Koch
B-1006-  The more a man knows, the more he forgives.    
  Confucius
B-1007-  If you do not change direction, you may end 
                  up where you are heading.    Lao Tse        
B-1008-  The winds of grace blow all the time.  
                  All we need do is set our sails.    Ramakrishna 
B-1010- You must do the thing you think you 
                    cannot do.    Eleanor Roosevelt
B-1011- Don't ask God to give it to you, ask him to 
                  put you somewhere there is some.    
                     Spanish Proverb
B-1012- The bond that links your true family is not 
                   one of  blood, but  of respect and joy in each 
                   other's life.   Richard Bach
B-1013 - You cannot prevent the birds of sorrow from 
                   flying over your head, but you can prevent 
                   them from building nests in your hair.   
                     Chinese Proverb
L-601  Love is a fruit in season at all times and 
                within the reach of every hand.   
               Mother Teresa

Everyday
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G-300  Wheresoever you go, go with all your heart. 
                    Confucius

G-301  Build a dream and the dream will build you. 
                    R. Schuller

G-302  Do not go where the path may lead; go instead 
                   where there is no path and leave a trail.  
                    Ralph Waldo Emerson
          
G-303  You will recognize your own path when you 
                   come upon it, because you will suddenly have 
                   all the energy and imagination you will 
                   ever need.   Jerry Gillies

G-304  The future belongs to those who believe in 
                   the beauty of their dreams.   Eleanor Roosevelt 

G-305  Your imagination is your preview of life's 
                   coming attractions.    Albert Einstein

Encouragement
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L-600  Love is a friendship on fire.
L-601  Love is a fruit in season at all times and 
                within the reach of every hand.   
                  Mother Teresa
L-602  Where there is great love, there are always
 miracles.   Willa Cather
L-603  The most precious possession that ever comes
 to a man in this world is a woman’s heart. 
 Josiah Holland
L-604  Love makes the wildest spirit tame and the 
 tamest spirit wild.  Alexis Delp
L-605  Whoever loves true life, will love true love. 
   Elizabeth Barrett-Browning
L-606  Love is not a union merely between two 
 creatures, it is a union between two spirits. 
 Frederick Robertson
L-607  If I had a single flower for every time I 
               think about you, I would walk forever 
                in my garden.      Claudia Ghandi
L-608  When you wrap your arms around me, 
                 you open my soul and let it breathe.  
                   Joi McGowin
L-609  Love and hope are twins.  Maria Brooks
L-610  There is only one happiness in life, to love 
 and be loved.  George Sands
L-611  Whatever our souls are made of, yours 
                 and mine are the same. Emily Bronte

Love
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Love

L-700 To love someone deeply gives you strength.  
 Being loved by someone deeply gives 
 you courage.    Lao Tzu
L-701 You make me smile with my heart.  
  Cole Porter
L-702   You are the nicest thing I could do for 
 myself.      P. Mcmillan
L-703  The supreme happiness of life is the 
 conviction of being loved for yourself, 
 or more correctly, beingloved in spite 
 of yourself.    Victor Hugo
L-704 I love you not only for what you are, 
  but for what I am when I am with you.   
 R. Croft
L-705 If I know what love is, it is because of you. 
 Herman Hesse
L-114-  Very fine is my valentine, very fine and 
                   very mine.     Getrude Stein
L-115-  In life we share the same quilt.   
                   Kuan Tao Sheng
L-116-  At one glance I love you with a thousand 
                  hearts.       Mihri Hatun
L-123-  In matters of the heart, nothing is true  
  except the improbable.  G. Destael
L-189-  Don’t walk behind me; I may not lead.  Don’t 
  walk in front of me; I may not follow.  Walk 
  beside that we may be as one. 
   Native American Proverb
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BD-101-  The queen is in a “Mood”
  inside: HappyBirthday your majesty.

BD-102-  A friend is a gift you give yourself.
 inside: I’m so glad we’re friends.  
                    Happy Birthday

BD-103-  There is nowhere Angels fear to tread.
 inside: Happy Birthday, oh fearless one.

BD-104- inside:  I hope this  day is as wonderful as
                     you are. 

BD-105-  Don’t forget to laugh.
 inside: Have a wonderfully fun Birthday

BD-106- inside:  May all your dreams come true. 
 Happy Birthday 

BD-107-  inside:  Happy Birthday Party Animal

BD-108-  Happy Day
 inside: Happy Birthday

BD-109-  Happy Birthday Wild One 
 inside: Happy Birthday

Birthday
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BD-111-  I’ll walk where my own nature would be 
                      leading.
                       inside: Happy Birthday to a free spirit

BD-112- Oh, the wild joys if living!   R. Browning
                       inside: Happy Birthday to someone who 
                       knows how to live.

BD-119- inside:   I wish you were not so far away on 
                      this special day.

BD-120- inside:  I hope this day is a special as you 
                      are.  Happy Birthday
 
BD-176-  My heart laughs with joy because I am 
                       in your presence.
                       inside: Happy Birthday

BD-124- Beautiful faces are those that wear whole-
 hearted honesty there.  Ellen Allerton
                      inside: Happy Birthday Beautiful!

BD-125- How old would you be if you didn’t know 
 how old you were?  Satchel Page
                      inside: Happy Birthday

BD-131-  What a long strange trip it’s been.  J. Garcia
                      inside: Happy Birthday to a fellow traveler.

Birthday
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BD-900-  Time and trouble will tame an advanced young 
                    woman, but an advanced old woman is 
                    uncontrollable by any earthly force. D.L. Sayers

BD-901-  Inside every older person is a younger person 
                    wondering what the hell happened.     
                           C.H. Armstong

BD-902-  The secret to staying young is to live honestly, 
                    eat slowly and lie about your age.    L.Ball

BD-903- To me old age is always fifteen years older 
                   than I am.    B.M.Baruch @ 85

BD-904-  From birth to age eighteen a girl needs good 
                    parents.  From eighteen to thirtyfive, she needs 
                    good looks.  From thirtyfive to fiftyfive she 
                    needs a good personality.  From fiftyfive on, 
 she needs good cash.    S. Tucker

BD-905- Birthdays are good for you.  Statistics show 
                     that the people who have the most live the 
                     longest.    L.Lorenzoni

Birthday
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BD-901 BD-902

BD-905BD-904BD-903

BD-900

Cards BD-900 to BD-912 and BD-110 -are greeted with  
“Happy Birthday” inside.  
If you would like them blank, please
indicate that on your order.
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BD-906-  How did I git to be a hundred years old?
                    Well, when I moves I moves slow.  When 
                     I sits, I sits loose.  And when I worries 
                     I go to sleep.      Appalachian woman

BD-907-  Old age is not for sissies.    Bette Davis

BD-908-  Middle age is having the choice between two  
 temptations and choosing the one that’ll get 
 you home earlier.     D. Bennett

BD-909-  Our true age is determined by the ways in 
 which we allow ourselves to play.    L. Walsh

BD-910- Be on the alert to recognize your prime at 
 whatever time of your life it may occur. 
 M. Spark

BD-911- It’s not how old your are, but how you are old.    
 M. Dressler

BD-912- Anyone who keeps the ability to see beauty  
 never grows old.      F. Kafta

BD-110 - Art only

Birthday
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A-700  To love someone deeply gives you strength.  
 Being loved by someone deeply gives 
 you courage.    Lao Tzu

A-701  You make me smile with my heart.  
  Cole Porter

A-702   You are the nicest thing I could do for 
 myself.      P. Mcmillan

A-703  The supreme happiness of life is the 
 conviction of being loved for yourself, 
 or more correctly, beingloved in spite 
 of yourself.    Victor Hugo

A-704   I love you not only for what you are, 
  but for what I am when I am with you.   
 R. Croft

A-705  If I know what love is, it is because of you. 
 Herman Hesse

All these cards come greeted with “Happy Anniversary” 
inside.  If you would like them blank, please indicate 
that on your order.

Anniversary
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W-750  Love one another and you will be happy.  
 It’s as simple and as difficult as that.
  M. Leunig

W-751  To love and be loved is to feel the sun from 
 both sides. 
 D. Viscott

W-752  Marriage is not just spiritual communion 
 and passionate embraces; marriage is also 
 three meals a day, sharing the workload and 
 remembering to take out the trash.   
 Dr. J. Brothers

W-753  There is nothing more noble or admirable 
 than when two people who see eye to eye 
 keep house as man and wife, confounding 
 their friends.     Homer

W-754   This is the miracle that happens every time 
 to those who really love; the more they give, 
 the more they possess.   R.M. Rilke
  
W-755  Love doesn’t make the world go round.  
 Love is what makes the ride worthwhile.   
 F.P. Jones

All these cards come greeted with 
“Best wishes for a wonderful life together.” inside.  If you 
would like them blank, please indicate that on your order.

Wedding
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A-116- A successful marriage requires falling in love many times, always 
 with the same person.   M. McLauglin
inside:  Happy Anniversary
A-115-  In life we share the same quilt.    Kuan Tao Sheng
inside: Happy Anniversary
A-189- Don’t walk behind me; I may not lead.  Don’t walk in front of me;  
 I may not follow.  Walk beside that we may be as one. 
 Native American Proverb
 inside: Happy Anniversary
A-606-  Love is not a union merely between two creatures, it is a union 
 between  two spirits.    F. Robertson
inside: Happy Anniversary

A-610- There is only one happiness in life, to love and be loved.  
  George Sands
inside: Happy Anniversary

A-113 We have ceartainly grown since we’ve been together
-inside: Happy Anniversary
 

Wedding
W-200- 
Now you will feel no rain, for each of you will be shelter to the other.  
Now you will feel no cold, for each of you will be warmth to the other.  
Now you will feel no loneliness, for each of you will be  companionship 
to the other.  Now you are two persons, but there is only one life between 
Go to your dwelling place, to enter into the days of your life together.  
Native American Prayer
inside:  Congratulations on your Wedding
W-123-  
In matters of the heart nothing is true except the improbable.   G. Destael
inside:  Congratulations on your Wedding
W-603-  
The most precious possession that ever comes to a man in this world is a 
woman’s heart.    Josiah Holland
inside:  Congratulations on your Wedding

Anniversary
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W-123 W-603W-200

A-115 A-189A-116

Wedding

Anniversary

A-610A-606
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Sy-800  Blessed are those who mourn, for they shall 
 be comforted.   
   Matthew 5:4
Sy-801  Every blade in the field, every leaf in the 
 forest, lays down its life in its season as 
 beautifully as it was taken up.   
   H.D Thoreau
Sy-802   For each thorn there’s a rosebud... for each 
 twilight-a dawn.. for each trial the strength 
 to carry on.   For each strorm cloud a rainbow
 ... for each shadow-the sun... for each parting 
 sweet memories when sorrow is done.   
   R.W. Emerson
Sy-803  Like  bird singing in the rain, let grateful 
 memories survive in time of sorrow.   
   R.L. Stevenson
Sy-804   Death leaves a heartache no one can heal, 
 love leaves a memory no one can steal.   
   Irish headstone
Sy-805  What the heart has once owned and had, 
 it shall never lose.   
   H.W. Beecher

All these cards come greeted with 
“with heartfelt sympathy” inside.  If you would like 
them blank, please indicate that on your order.

Sympathy
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H-303
inside: Wishing you a 

bright and beautiful Holiday.

H-305
inside:  May the light of love

fill your heart.

H-300
inside:  Celebrate the season.

H-307
inside:  Have an enchanting

Holiday.

 Holiday Cards
8 cards and 8 envelopes in a clear box
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H-306
inside:  Peace on earth,

Good will to all.
H-454

inside:  Merry Christmas

H-301
inside:  Ho! Ho! Ho!

H-304
inside:  May the message of 

peace and love be heard
around the world.
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     Our favorite quote:

 “Delight is the soul of Art”
    Arthur Jerome Eddy


